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INTRODUCTION

More and mom discussions among Northwest educators have focused on "distance education" over the last three

years. In rural schools particulady, it has come to be symbolic of academic opportunity for secondary students and
staff development opportunity for teachers. The high-tech delivery systems involving satellite technology have

appeared to dominate the publicity about distance education.

It was apparent when Northwest Regional Edecational Laboratory (NWREL) staff members ,-sme together in the

stun= et 1989 to discuss the nature and extentof interest in distance education in the region that a wide range of
activities were under way, both in the development of instruction for distance delivery and in the use of existing

delivery systems. Some systems were satelli....based and some made use of other technoksies. In addition, a
number of statewide plans were in the process of development which were designed to address the technical and
organizational structures necessary to provide more opportunities for schools and other agencies to use distance

education. As a result of the discussion, this report was commissioned to provide a summary of the status,

prospects, and future implications of distance education in the region.

This study does not cover the broad range of telecommunications in schools. Rather, it is concerned with those
systems which provide or could provide instructional units, courses, or in....tructional supplements to elementary and

secondary schools.

DELIVERY SYSTEMS IN THE REGION

The tenn "Delivery System" in this report describes an organization which develops and presents instruction in
either full course or supplementary farm for use by a range of communities or client agencies. Of the six examples

described in this section, STEP and EDUNET mak their resources available by subscription to any school district,
and IREDS and Alaska CCS serve their specify. states. The fifth example. Community College of Spokane, is

included Omani), as an example of a particu, r technological approach to serving several communities. While it
does not sell services to a general audience outside its area, the approach it uses could be used ill other geographic

Satellite Technology Educational Program (STEP)

The Satellite Technology Educational Program (STEP) has been in operation for five :vars. It is a cooperative
operated by Educational Service District 101 in Spokane, Washington, but governed by an advisory committee
representative of the member school disuicts. The organization develops and produces televised secondary school

courses and staff development sessions and delivers them by satellite to 93 schools in 74 districts in the region, and

to many districts outside the region as well.

Six full-year secondary courses are edema in two foreign languages, mathematics, and advanced English. School
districts wishing to use the services pay a base fee of about $4,500 the first Year Plus usage fees based co the
number of courses taken and number of students entailed. The projectis entirely funded by the usage fees,
including development, instruction, and transmission. STEP contracts with a local company for transmission. The

cost of a satellite antenna, other local receiving equipment, and installation at dte school are part of the initial base
fee. Course offerings and topics for new course development are determined by theadvisory COMminee.

Primary enabling conditions for the continuation and growth of STEP are the rural nature of the region, the increase
in university entrance requirements for foreign languages in the region, and the positive reception of the system in
the subscaing schools. The initial consortium members were small rural districts and the nearby states have a
preponderance of such districts. They all share the problem of obtaining teachers qualified in special content areas

to meet all students aeeds. An additional motivating factor is incorporation in the system of a plan of support to
subscribers which makes use of teachers in addition to the television teacher to handle homework and interaction

with students. They are located in geographic clusters of subscribers which are a long distance from Spokane.



The constraints on expansion of the system are the initial and ongoing costs of the service to a school district and, in

some states, the rules for teacher certification and graduation credit. The rules scunetimes require that the television
teacher be certified in the receiving state, and that a certified teacher be the in-school monitor of the receiving
students. The first is an imposition on the deliverer and the second on the receiving district.

EDUNET

EDUNET is a private, nonprofit organization famed to provide instructional opportunities to schools in Montana
through a computer-based system ci electronic mail and on-line testing. Ordinary vcice-grade telephone linos and
standard micrecomputers commonly found in schools are used for cause delivery. Individual teachers develop and
monitor the courses. Student inmnictions, worksheets, soPeort materials, and tests aro stored on a central
microcomputer, and printed at any school comma on request. A muse is =ducted on an individual progress
basis, and operates much kb a =respondence course, except that student-teachercommunication takes place with

no more than a 24-how delay and testing takes place on the computer with results immediately provided to the

student.

The organization provides over 50 course options and has 37 subscnbing districts in Montana, one in Washington,
and three in Idaho with a total of 110 students. Districts subscribe fw service by student and course at the rate of
$250 per student per semester. The user fees are intended to pay all costs of the central system including equipment
and software, although some grant support was obtained initially fcx some hardware. Course development and
instruction costs are also covered by the fee, because course developers and tzachers arepaid a percentage of the fee
of each student enrolled in their courses. The board of directors governs the organization. An advisory board
composed of representatives of subscribing districts provides advice on needs, suggestions, and problems.

The EDUNET schools are extremely enthusiastic about the system mid are a strong force in the involvement of new

users. The simplicity and relatively low cost of the system, especially the in-school equipment, is attractive to small
districts. Cost, however, is also a constraint in that the costs could rise for EDUNET proportionally famer than for
STEP or IREDS because the fee levels charged in the beginning years did not include a percentagefor expending
the hardware and staff in the system to improve response time and capacity to support a heavy increase in users.

Idaho Rural Education Delivery System (MEW)

The Idaho Rural Education Delivery System (IUDS) is a consortium of the State Department of Education, Boise
State University, and the Idaho Public Broadcasting System. Now in its third year, the system develops and
produces television courses kr broadcast to Idaho secondary schools. The State Department is the governing

agency and provides program planning assistance and funding; personnel of the Simplot-Micron Center for
Educational Technology at Boise State University carry out course development and production. Teachers of the

courses are selected from the Boise School District. The courses are onnsmitted by the broadcast facilities of the
three television stations in the 'PBS system. The difference in transmission method between IREDS and the STEP

system described above is that only members can receive the STEP signal, while anyone having an ordinary
television receiver who is within range of the public broadcast signal of an IPBS station can view an IREDS course.

In both cases, a telephone link between the studio and the receiving classrooms permits conversation between
students and the teacher, so a casual viewer of IREDS could not participate in that part

The cost of the system in the first two years was paid by a combination of funds appropriated by the legislature,
corporate grants, and in-kind support of staff and facilities from the State Department, Boise State, and Boise
School District. Legislative appropriations and possibly user fees are anticipated to be the long-term basisof
financial support. Presently three courses am offor-41: Spanish I and II, and Advanced Mathematics. A total of 11
districts are participating, with nine receiving Spanish I, five Spanish II, and two Advanced Math, enmlling a total

of 74 students.

The enabling and motivating conditions for IREDS, in addition to the rurality of the service area which is true for all

the systems described here, are the political support from the legislature and communities, the financial support of
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private industry as well as government, and the availability of inexpensive development and transmission facilities
of Boise State and IPBS. A constraint on expaasion is the uncertainty of long-term financial support

Alaska Centralized Correspondence Studies (CCS)

The Alaska Department of Education has within its organizational structure a =respondence school, Centralized
Correspondence Studies (CCS). The school provides a complete faculty and a full curriculum. It serves many
individual students in remote or isolated locations, and is making an effort to support the in-school use of
ccerespondence cousses and instructional materials as a means of increasing the educational opportunity in schools

with a small staff. It has been using telephone conferences of teachers with their enrolled students to increase the

teacher-inudent interaction. Also, it has introduced the use of electronic mail for messages between students and

taxi= in a few courses. Student work is sometimes transmitted in this fashion, and students are using the system

to communicate with each other. Teachers stmervising the in-school un of the courses also communicate with the
CCS teachers about various aspects of course COMM and student progress. The electronic mail system is provided
by the University of Alaska which operates UACN, a statewide telecommunications network. As a result of initial

success, the redesign of courses will increasingly incorporate electronic mail as a component as CCS teachers learn

to use the technique effectively. Currently, three districts are using CCS courses incorporating electronic mail in an

in-school seninz.

Community College of Spokane

The Colville Center of the college has used an audio-graphics system for four years to link students in five remote
communities with a classroom at thc Center. The system consists of a microcmnputer, graphics tablet, and
speakerphone at each remote site and the classroom. Classes are conducted by a teacher in the classroom in the

standard manner. Individual students or small groups of students at the remote sites participate in discussions and

listen to classroom presentations over the phone. Either freehand graphics or computer-generated graphics

produced at the classroom or any remote station are displayed at all stations on the network. The graphics tablet can

be used as an electronic blackboard by umber or students.

Courses for this system are not specially designed and produced for transmission as in the other options described
above. However, toichers who have used the system me learning some teclmiques for dealing effectively with
students at remote sites. Receiving equipment and production costs are far less than for televised courses and,

although the phone line costs are likely higher, the total cost of delivery and reception in such a system is also far

less. However, the cost of an installation is not usually spread over as many users as in a television systemsuch as

STEP. Financing of the Colville Center system was by a combination of grant and institutional budget (partially
reflected in student fees). A typical class session would have about 20 students in the Center classroom and one to

three in each remote site. Two to four class sessions per day use the system.

The college does not serve clients outside its area. That is, a student must enroll in a college course. However, this

type of system could be used in any situation in the region where qualified teachers etst at one site, and students

need instructioe at schools within a few miles. Once installed, there are few constraints on the expansion of the use

of an audio-mphic system. Extensive production and teacher training are not required. The initial cost of $25,000

to $50,C") for the delivery site equipment is a constraint. A prospective implementing agency must have a

sufficient peculation to serve to justify the cost.

Big Sky Telegraph

The Big Sky Telegraph is an electronic mail network located at Western Montana StateCollege. Originally, it was
desiped to link the teachers in the 116 one-room schools in the stare with each other and with the resoumes of the

College. In two years, it has grown to serve social service agencies as well, becoming a ipso= to entire
communities. It has begun to serve areas outside Montana, including Wyoming and Colorado. A recent grantfrom
the U.S. West Foundation has supported the expansion. Also, National Diffusion Network coordinators in the 15

western states will soon be using the system. In addition to electronic mail, the system includes on-line bulletin

boards and databases, and supports teacher requests for assistance in locating resources,obtaining items from the
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College, and assistance with instnictional problems. Havieg been established and operated so far on pants, the
organization is beginning to implement a user fee stru;ture as panial support for the system.

Big Sky is not a full-fledged distance education delivery system in the manner of the previous wimples because it
does not develop instructional programming for elementary or secondary students. Hower, it ka a mainr resource
in the region which 4d serve a wide range of ethicadonal systems having similar problems of rurdity, isolation,

and lack of access to t. Irmation resources It could he a vehicle for distance education of the EDUNET and
Alaska CCS types '- c bed above., and thelERC and Kids Network systems described in the aext section. The

system is being usee *elivering two undergraduate courses to students at the college in the =rent term.

OPPORTUNITIES ORIGINATING ELSEWHERE

A number of delivery systems are located outside the Northwest region whose services are available in some or all

of the states in the region. MI but owe of the major exemples described in this section are based on television
transmieed by satellite. In all of the cues, participation is open to any school district which can receive the signal
regardless of state boundaries. In the satellite systems, the signal transmission has boundaries (known as the
"footprint") which vary with the Ixation of the particular satellite being used. Thus, Alaska and Hawaii are unable

to participate in certain delivery systems because the signal does not reach them. The organizations operating
delivery systems are investigating ways to extend their services to unserved areas.

TI-IN is a Texas corporation which has been develeping secondary school pours/A, supplementary elementary

school instniction, and staff development courses for several years. The original courses were developed in
ccejunction with a regional educational SerViCe district in Texas. The instruction is televised and delivered by
satellite. However, the signal is encrypted to ensure that only subscribers with appropriate equipment are able to
participate. A specially designed classroom receiving station is provided to subscribers and either a fixed or

steerable dish antenna may be installed.

The footprint of the 11-IN satellite does not include Alaska and Hawaii. Currently, 21 schools are receiving sites in
Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington. Four are supported by the Star Schools project operated by TI-IN, and

17 are regular subscribers. Star Schools sites received a free loan of equipmentfor as long as they are participants.
Ongoing costs of programming will be the responsibility of the districts. Northwest =dents are enrolled in
Japanese. Spanish, Physical Science, Algebm, and Anatomy-Physiology. In addition, a job service center and a Job

Corps center are subscribers.

Oklahoma State University

The Oklahoma State University in Stillwater, Oklahoma is one of the first agencies to operate a satellite-based
delivery system, the Arts and Sciences Teleconferencing Service (ASTS). For school districts, it currently offers
nine televised secondary school courses and two middle school courses, and a wide range of courses and

teleconferences for staff development.

All states in the NWREL region can receive the signal from this source. Currently, four schools in three states,
Idaho, Montana and Washington, are subscribers. A total of 41 studeius are enrolled in German, Calculus, Physics,

Chemistry and Basic English.

Satellite Communications for Learning (SCOLA)

Satellite Communications for Learning (SCOLA) is a nonprofit consortium of schools, colleges, and other agencies
which provides access to television news programs from over 40 countries around the world. Programs are received

by satellite and redistributed to subscribers in the same manner from the organization headquaners at Creighton
University in Omaha, Nebraska. The service operates 24 hours a day, yaw-round. Recetnion and rebroadcast is live
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from France, Italy, Mexico, and the Soviet Union, and by tape for other countries. The service has been used by

elementary schools as well as colleges and high schools. A fee stnicture is based on the number of students served,

so that a school district, a university system, or even an entire state agreement can be arranged, achieving lower per-

student costs as the student coverage increases. For example, the annual cost for K-12 usage ranges from
approximately 40 cents per student for 10,000 students to 12 cents per student at the level of 100,000 students.

Simultaneous English translation on an audio subcanier of their satellite signal is provided. Thus, the programs can

be used by foreign language classes for current material in both the language under study and in English. Also,
courses in geography, global studies, and other social sciences in which current events are useful can use the English
version. Different perspectives on the same event can be viewed and compared. Secondary foreign language
teachers who have used the broadcasts lewd that they must spend extra preparation time to review tapes and select

useful segments for translation or other activities. However, they believe the oppommity to receive and use current
material is of high value and worth the effort Local or state projects could be developed to produce some of the

instructional materials which are usually required for teacbers and students to use the broadcasts effectively,

lessening the impact on teacher time. While the information from this solute is direct and not packaged for

instruction, it offers a wide range of possible applications in many curricular areas and student age levels.

Cunendy, there is one subscribing university in the region. The SCOLA organization appears to have a rests= of
great potential for schools, but no process for getting its message to the K-12 audience in the Northwest region. A

few contacts with state education department personnel have been made.

Technical Education Research Centers (TERC)

The TERC organization is unique among the major delivery systems, providing supplementary instruction rather

than full COME% and using electronic mail rather than television. The main premise of their approach is that

students of science and math will be mare motivated and will learn better if they engage in hands-on experiments
and are provided the oppornmiti to comnnmicate with other students the nature of their experiences and
conclusions. This approach is Icing used in two separate but similar projects, Star Schools and LabNet, both

federally funded. In both projects, TERC is developing instructional units in secondary science and math and
establishing an electronic mail network. In addition, a group of collaborating agencies in various torts of the nation

have been identified to act as regional training and dissemination centers for schools. NWREL is participating as

one of those centers in both projects. The centers train teachers and other trainers, and provide advice and other
support to teachers by phone and electronic mail. Approximately 20 units are under development or in pilot test In
the Northwest region, four Oregon high schools participated in Star Schools pilot activities during 1989 and 1990,

and teams of trainers have been trained in Hawaii and Oregon, with workshops planned In the other four states.

Long-term plans are in process for the instructional unit matmials to be available from a publisher in the 1990-91

school year, and for an economical electronic mail system to be established and available for subscription in that

same time period. Costs of the pilot activities and teacher training have been supported by grants from the U.S.

Deparunent of Education and the National Science Foundation. Atthis point, ongoing costs are undetermined.

TERC intends kr the units and telecommunications to be made as inexpensive as possible to maximize the

panicipation of school districts, but the system will need to become self-supponing.

Experience in this region thus far indicates that this mode of instruction is interesting and exciting for students, and

brings some realism to the study of science. Pilot teachers have all been excited about the possibilities offered by

the system. However, the inmuctional approach is a great departure from standard practice for many. There are

questicns about how to make the units fit with the existing curriculum, especially when a major effon in this

direction would imply major change in the curriculum.

National Geographic Society

A source of similar instruction is the National Geog.-aphic Society Kids Network project, which produces hands-on

instructional units for elementary students and operates an electronic mail network linking students across the

nation. The TERC organization was a parmer in developing the first units and conducting the pilot test. The
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STATEWIDE PLANS AND STUDIES

In addition to the major development efforts in several states in the region described in the previous section, some of

the states are conducting studies and implementing activities directed at statewide planning, coordination, and

development of the infrastructure for distance education. These efforts vary from a focus on the
telecommunications network to plans for statewide licenses for programming and support for potential NUL In

some cases, a wider user community than education is covered in a plan, including corporations, nonprofit agencies,
and govemmtmt departments. The Oregon ED-NET plan involves a strong collaboration among different state

agencies and private nonprofit and for-profit corporations. The ()non and Hawaii plans show a strong link

between education agencies and the public television system, a link already demonsuated in the !RIMS system

noted previously.

Alaska

The statewide delivery of distance education is evolving from the Centralized Correspondence Studies division of

the state department of education and its increasing use of electronic mail and computers in course design. A five-

year plan foi distance education for the period from 1987-92 was developed by CCS staff, and it has been followed

by CCS in its 'mansion of the use of technology in correspondence courses. The telecommunications aspect of

statewide service is vested in the Univerty of Alaska UACN system providing electronic mail, and in the Rural

Alaska Television Network (74 TNET). Neither of those systems is under the control of the state education agency.
They ate in the CCS plan only as systems which CCS can use, not as systems whose expansion or improvement is

integral to the overall plan.

A survey of all district superintendeats and school principals in the state, ourendy being carried out by the State
Department of Education with the assistance of NWREL, is to be completed in March 1990. The survey is intended

to identify the level of interest in distance education for schools and ccomunitits in the state, and the needs gad

priorities which it could address. Information from the study will be considered by the State Department of
Education and the State Legislature in the next few months as they contemplate next steps in the state support of

distance education.

Hawaii

One of the few state plans in the nation having the term "Distance Learning" in its tide was developed by the State

of Hawaii through tht, collaboration of three agencies: the Department of Education, the Department of Labor and

Industrial Relations, and the University of Hawaii. The "Distance Learning - Technology Plan" published in August

1988, recommends actions which support a goal of barrier-free lifelong learning opportunities. Distance education
is broadly defined to include support for a wide range of student needs, including career exploration, advanced

courses, foreign language contacts, and many others. The plan incotporates a variety of technologies including

computers, television, radio, and telephones. Pull implementation is projected for 1994, and will require an

investment of over $10.6 million for the six-year perial.

Although delayed for a few months, the plan was begun in 1989 and is proceeding as projected. Seven pilot projects
addressing several different technologies and need areas were begun in 1989-90. The videophone and electionic
mail pilots are actually ahead of schedule. A videophone will be installed in every school by Apri11990, and
electrceic mail is available to teachers and students in every school which has a modem with a microcomputer
(approximately two-thirds at this time). The seven initial pilots can be considered supplementary and enrichment
for the regular cuniculum. The eighth pilot, callee Teleschool, willbegin in 1990. It will use the Hawaii

Interactive Television System (HITS) for student courses. HITS is cunently used for interactive teleconferences

and other staff development purposes.

ldaho

Idaho has no comprehensive published plan for distance education and telecommunications. In 1988-89, a

statewide survey was conducted by the Rural Education Program of NWREL and the Idaho Department of
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Education which provided some basis for planning for services to districts. In 1989, the Simplot/Micron
Technology Center developed a proposal for a statewide multimedia teleconferencing syatem for ed,ucation and

government based on integrating existing public and private telecommunications resourt-s. The proposal is one of

a number of options under considesation by the 3tam.

Montana

As the result of an earlier task force effort, the State of Montana in 1989 formed the Montana Telecommunications
Cooperative composed of both education and noneducation public agencies in the state. TheCooperative has issued

a contract to a private firm to conduct a study of the needs for and feasibility of a telecommunications network for
the state for a variety of educational and other purposes. The study, now under way, is managed by the Department
of Administration, and will address the needs of elementary and secondary educaticn, higher education, and other
agencies cm groups in state government It is scheduled to be completed in the summer of 1990. The cooperative is

currently chaired by the Superintendent of Public Insuuction.

Oregon

The development of a state plan for a mlecommunications system was conducted during 1988 by a broad advisory
committee esmblished and funded by the Oregon Legislature. Tbe result was a plan and recommendations for
Oregon ED-NET, published in July 1988. The plan was approved and funded with seed money by the legislature in
1989, and a board of directors appointed by the governor has embarked on a program to establish a network and
provide services. A goal is to become self-supporting on user fees and other income in three to five years. The ED-
NET organization will provide a statewide network using a satellite, microwave. TITS and other links, and will
supply satellite receiving dishes (downlinks) to all higher education institutions, high schools, middle schools, and

some elementary schools in the state. A satellite uplink capability is planned for installation at Oregon Public
Broadcasting. The network is intended to carry video and audio signals and data.

State agencies, private nonprofit agencies, and corporations are envisioned as potential members in addition to
education organizations. Programming services will be provided primarily by the agencies using the network. The
Oregon Department of Education, for example, is making arrangements for courses to be available in September
1990. A fee structure for receivers and providers of programming will be established.

The organizadon is envisioned to have a small staff and a high level of contributed expertise on active advisory
committees provided by the major institutions having a high level of interest in the system for their constituents. A

suong contractual relationship with Oregon Public Broadcasting was recommended for facilities and other support
The network structure is being implemented in three phases. and proposals have been requested for implementing

the first phase specifizations.

Washington

In December 1988, the Washington Superintendent of Public Instruction published a "Linking for Learning: K-12
Educational Telecommunications Plan." The plan, produced by a task force of educators, contained goals of
increasing access to educational opportunities, improving the quality of teaching and learning, and enhancing
professional growth and development It was comprehensive in dealing with the complex variety of implications of
telecommunications in instruction, dealing not only with the technical infrastructure but also with insemice,
curriculum development, technical eminence and consultation, and policies, with a budget of over$8.7 million for
the 1989-91 biermium. The State Legislature, which requested the plans in 1987 legislation, declined to fund the

plan in 1989.

STATE POLICIES CONCERNING DISTANCE EDUCATION

In a national study of state policies regarding distance education in 1988, NWREL staff found that such policies

come from a variety of sources, depending on the agencies in a state which have responsibility for various

8
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above certification criteria, then the fazilittaor in the receiving classroom must be certified at the appropriate level,

but not necessarily aulorsed in the area of assignment."

The Idaho Department of Education has issued a distance education policy which includes the statement that a

teacher in a distance education program "must hold a terehiegcertificate valid in the state where the program

originates and must meet the minimum academic sequirements of theNorthwest Accrediting Association."
Furthermore, in regard to the school, the policy states, "The receiving site shall employ an adult to supervise and
manhur students enrolled in the distance learning class. This person may be a paraprofessional, although it is

recommended that such a ;mon be a certificated professional."

Content Review and Quality

Concern for the commt of instruction delivered by distance education methods is paraLz. to that for any insructitz

States do not generally draft new lutes specifically for distance education in regard to matching the state content
objectives or other guidelines. However, a concern for the quality of insuucdon does show up as a special

consideration.

The revised Oregon statutes provide that the State Board of Education shall approve distance learning programs for

both direct inaruction and enrichment. Also, the Board is directed to appoint an advisory committee to advise the
Departman of Education on standards and criteria for such approval, among other items.

Montana rules stipulate that to use a distance course, a district must apply for an alternative to the standard, and

Must describe bow the course will meet learner goals and show how the effectiveness of the course, teacher, and

faatator will be assessed. This implies that advance indicators ofquality are not required, but only that a process

for evaluation must be planned.

Idaho policy states that any elective course must be reviewed and approved by the Department of Education, and

that any course required for graduation must contain all the critical components for secondsry school courses as

outlined by the Department. The burden of proof is apparently on the district.

Other Policy Areas

On a national basis, slate policies sometimes reflect a concern for other factors in instruction such as class size and

credit. On those two issues particularly, only Idaho within this region appears to be evlicit in applying existing

rules for regular classrooms to distance education courses. They specify that since the teacher at the sending site

interacts with, evaluates, and remediates students, the maximum class size shall not exceed 32 students per teacher.

Regarding credit, Idaho limits credit earned through distance education to three units or six semester aedits for

graduation purposes.

The advent of the initiative by Whittle Communications to provide a satellite dish and related classroom equipment

free to schools in return for a commitment to show a 12-minute daily news program to students has caused

conmwersy across the nation. There are two minutes of commenziab in each psogram. In this region, the Oregon

State Board of Education has resolved that local districts should decide whether or not to participate. However, time

spent on commercials may not be counted as instructional time for basic school support purposes, and students must
be excused if parents object. Other states have not taken an official position.

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

The overview of available distance education services in sections II and III indicates that inv.:mad school districts

have a wide range of options in types of systems and subject areas. However, some of those options are open at this

time only to districts within the state of origin. It is also true that the two systems within the region which are made

available across state boundaries. STEP and EDUNET, still have most of their impact within their own states. The

charts on the following pages summarize the current school district usage of the technology-based systems.
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Alaska CCS

EDUNET

IREDS

STEP

Okla. St.

TERC

TI-IN

AK

1989-90 Usage of Major
Distance Education Systems

as of 3/1/90
(in numbers of districts)

HI ID MT R WA Total

3** 3

3 37 1 41

A

11 11

6* 2 4 8* 54* 74

1 2 1 4

7 8 1 11 12 39

,

1 2 9* 1 13

16 8 18 44 30 69 185

* Some districts in these cases have multiple receiving schools.

** This identifies only the districts using e-mail supplemented
CCS courses in school.
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1989-90 Sturient Impact of
Major Distance Education Systems

Systems Schools Students

Full course:

Alaska CCS 3 5

,

EDUNET 41 110

, ,

IREDS 11 74

STEP 93 1107

Oklahoma State 4

i

41

TI-1N 21 146*

Subtotal 146 1483

Supplemental:

Kids Network 32 900 est.

TERC 39 350 est.
-.0

Subtotal 63 1250

Grand Total 236 2733

* This number represents only students enrolled in
credit courses, and does not include students using
supplementary enrichment programs for which
enrollment is not recorded.
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One general observation about the data is that the penetration of the major systems in the school market appears

more limited than one would expect judging from the publicity about distance education since 1986, and from the

number of schools and districts which could benefit from it. It is known from the needs assessments done by
NWREL in Washington and Idaho in the past two years that distance education is imponant to educatcrs, especially

in rural settings, primarily for expanding and enriching instruction and providing equality of opportunity. If this

pkture is correct, the services are available and there is a felt need, but a large number of districts am not using
them. There could be many reasons for the disparity, and the truth is reobably a complex interactkm ci them all.

Some of the reasons were alluded to IP section II, where some observatioos were made concerning the conditions

whkh would enable or constrain inaeased use of those systems. The conditions are summarized and generalized

bat to provide part of the setting for the funny development and application of distance education in the region.

Enabling Conditions

A significant characteristic of this region is that a large number of school districts are rural and small or very small,

and many of those am quite remote from population centers. In a small high school staff of five teachers or less, it

is difficult for a distrkt to assemble all the skills necessary to offer a comprehensive cuniculum, especially in

foreign languagai or ddvanced topics in science or other subjects, so there is a need to suwlement the offerings, in

some cases even for required subjects. Furthermore, as university requkements rise, capable students alsoneed

additional offerings, but there are very few such students at any given site, so a means of individual instruction is

important. Although the per-student costs of instruction are high for those rlfeadons, there is snug support from

the parents and legislators from rural communities for the increased use of oi...ance education to equalile

oppormnity for their children.

A second condition is the concern in all the states in the region for their long-term economic health, and the

resulting need to lay the groundwork for heavy involvement in the development of trade with Japan. Korea, and

other countries of the Pacific Rim. A related issue is the sense of competition among the states of the region for

business and investment from those countries. These cone= are reflected in the desire of both urban and rural

school districts to offer foreign languages in their curriculum, especially Japanese.

A third condition is the sense, shared with the rest of the nation, that the United States needs to be more competitive

economically in the funire, and that to achieve such status implim improvement in and increased emphasis on

mathematics and scieme instruction. This generates a desire for offering secondary students advanced studies in

calculus, physics and chemistry, the teachers for which are sometimes difficult to obtain in rural schools.

A fourth enabling condition is the high level of activity in the deyelopment of the telecommunications infrastructure

in the states in the region. Statewide planning activities indicate that state governments in general are serious in

their pursuit of communications access for education and other state agencies. If the plans come to fmition, as some

are even now, improved and economical access to educational resources by telecommunications of various types

will be a reality for most schools in the region by 1992.

Another condition is that the region is well-supplied with centersof expertise and productimi facilities capable of

satisfying the range of needs. Instructional design expertise resides in the universities, school districts, and state
education agencies. Experience in the &sten and developmentof =dent courses and inseavice instruction for
individualized and group-based instruction using various technologies resides in the personnel of the several

existing projects, and in higher educadon institutions as well. Expertise and halides for the production and

transmission of instruction by telecommunications exists in STEP, IREDS, EDUNET and the state and local public

broadcasting entities, and in certain universities and school districts as well. Courses and supplementary instruction

are already supplied from within the region in math, science, and foreign languages. Significant collaboration

between public and private entities can be seen in the STEP, IREDS, and Big Sky Telegraph projscts.

Finally, teachers and other education professionals who have participated in the distance education delivery systems
described here express excitement about the promise of the new technologies for improved opportunities for

students and improved instructional tool, for themselves. Interviews with teachers conducted by NWREL staff in
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the process of project evaluation reveal a positive attitude even when the inevitable problems in pilot tests occur. In

addition, they show a healthy skepticism about the degree to which technology can toke over teaching tasks, and

make creative efforts at integiuting the opportunities with the current instmcdonal processes. In short, that appears

to be a large reservoir of good will ia the professional force, and a willingness to experiment with new approaches

which have promise for improving opportunities for students.

Constraints

Although the enabling conditions provide a highly positive picture of the potential, some factors could week against

au expansion of the use of distance education in the region. The high cos of a large expansion of production and

use of distance education is a =Or constraint. The problem is that significant areas of all the statesin the region

are economically depressed, and in sane cases the state structues for school funding provide insufficient resoluta
for local disnicts to engage in special programs, or at least discourage districts from venturing rum izitiatives.

Cost is a factor for both the producer and the usa, although in fact the development costs for producers are reflected

in the membership or subscription costs for the users. The cost of design and development of a new course for

television delivery is at least $250,000 and can be $500,000 or more depending on the level of effort in such areas as

graphics, use of other media, and custom filming ce location filming. Costs for a potential school user ate :effected

in facilities, staff, and initial and continuing subscriptions tu a delivay system. Initial costs are particularly

associated with satellite-deliveted television, because the school must invest in a receiving antenna (dish), which

can be in the range of $4,000 to $5,000. In the case of STEP and 11-IN, this cost is included in the initial

membership fee. 'With TI-IN, the initial ha:dware includes not only the external dish, but alio a complete receiving

station for the classroom with a telephone for contacting the transmission site. In the TI-IN case the total initial cost

is approximately $10,000. Recurring casts for subscribers to any of the systems are based on the number of courses

and the numba of students. The more the use, the greater the total cost to a school, but the lower the cost per

student. Hence, the highest per-student costs accrue to schools with the fewest students and the gratest need, those

which are mral and small.

To a certain extent, the stew rules for ceitification, accreditation, class size and course approval deter delivery

systems from expanding outside the state of origin. Some of these rules were written heti= the advent of distance

inseuction based on telecommunications, when the assumption was that the teacher would be in the classroom, and

would be the primaay source of knowledge. Also, te states vary in the specifications for a teaching certificate, and

it may be necessary for a delivery system to have its amebas certified separately in all the states it serves. Distance

education systems frequently specify that an on-site monitor or facilitator be appointed to provide supervision and

other functions usually handled by a classroom teacher. Rules vary regarding certification requirements for a person

in such a position. Oregon and Montana have already moved to modify the rules to accommodate the new
approaches, and such considerations are included in other state plans, but the rules still differ from state to state.

A third constraining factor is that some of the major resources in the region are designed as services within state

boundaries. There is no mechanism or finamial support for extending the service. One such example is the Alaska

CCS, the most extensive technology-based correspondence study service in the region. Anotheris the EDUNET

project, a system designed to be transpatable to another locale and governance structure, but for which the actual

uansfer has not yet been tested.

A fourth constraint is a lack of knowledge of the field of distance education cm the part of local school staffs, which

restricts their ability to develop long-range plans, to incorporate distance education in existing strucetresand

curricula, and to make informed selections from the variety of options available. Through the Rural Education

Initiativ NWREL has provided limited assistance, and several state education agencies haveprovided advice and

assistance, but many districts still need help.

Unanswered Questions

As noted previously, there are many services in different types of distance education available in the region and an

expressed need or desire for them in many schools, but not a lot of schools are using the services in comparison to
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the number which could. In die evaluation activities conducted by NWREL staff between 1988 and 1990 in the

STEP and EDUNET projects -td in the Alaska needs assessment, district superintendents were interviewed or
provided a questionnabe in va.gch their opinions were solicited on priorities, roles, and Preferences nn aspects of
distance education. The desire for distance education opportunities was high in all situations. When compared to
other improvements which could be made in instrimion, distance education ranked moderate to high in prictity.
Those who are mum users of satellite-delivered television counts think it is a good technique but want more
options, and some question the current quality. Those who are count users of electronic man-based EDUNET

system like the system for the opportunity it provides and the individual discipline it requires of students, bta think a
television system would be better. Those in Alaska who have neither system indicate a clear preference for
intexactive television as the delivery system.

In all cases, cost is cited as a primary deterrent to increased un of disarmeducation, yet the members of the STEP
project have supponed the higher cost of the television system and have formed a cooperative to save costs where
possible. If they were able to afford the cost of the syaem, why haven't others in other states, especially when

STEP is one of the most transmtable?

The preference for interactive television is clear, but the reasons for it ate not. There seems to be a perception that a

television course is higher quality instruction than one from an individualized electronic mail system. Do students
taking a course by EDUNET compote poorly in achievement with those who take the same course from STEP, or
perform less well in college? Some EDUNET users think their students are doing fine but are missing something.

There is no evidence to Fovide guidance.

Finally, most seem to believe that a live teacher in the classroom is peferable to any of the distance methods, and
this carries forward to the perception that students in a dims= course should be supervised in the course activities
by a certified teacher, though not in the subject of instruction. If this is true, is there anything to be gained from

distance methods other than subject knowledge?

There are also questions from within specific projects which need answers. For example, the EDUNET project has
experienced a drop out of students in the swami semester in many courses, and have identified no reasons for it.

The problem must be solved for the long-term health of the project.

It appears that much research needs to be done on questions of quality, student outcomes, and cost effectiveness of
the various distance education systems. Furthermom, if collaborative or cooperative pro*ts have been successful
in overcoming cost barriers in certain locales, research on the factors involved may provide guidelines for the
technical assistance needed to transport that success to other parts of the region. It may be that regionwide
collaboration on certain aspects of distance education would help bring costs to a more affordable level.

Potential Roles for NWREL

Distance education in various forms appears to offer great benefits to the region in addressing problems of rurality

and size, subject area expertise, and richness of experience. The task ofincmasing the effective use of distance

education to realize those benefits contains several roles suitable for regional attention which NWREL could

consider.

Coardinamm; Certain mejor problem areas might be amenable to a regionwide coordinating effort by an
independent er, mcy. These include standardization and/or reciprocity with regard to crucial state rules such as
certification. Cooperative acquisition of satellite dme could be beneficial, as would assistance in dealing with cross-

border issues between networks, public or private. Development and coordination of a plan to make existing
resources available acmss the legion by forging links between state networks could result in greater access for
schools and less redundancy in instructional development. NWREL could act as the broker for services from

delivery systems outside the region.

Clearinghouse: Information on available programming options for student instruction and inservice change

regultIrly. A cenual regional agency could keep track of such information and disseminate it regularly to SEAs and



LEAs. Some of the relevant tasks are now being carried out across the region in SEAs, LEAs, and regional centers
for their own constituents, but many districts still have no access to the information. Thus, there is redundancy

without complete coverage.

Technical Assistance: Inservice instruction could be provided through workshops for teachers, planners and others

for different levels of expertise, dealing with design, selection, integration, etc. Planning assistance could be
plovided to tho organizations operating delivery systems in the region.

Evaluation and Assessment Evaluation could be conducted of courses, materials and programs from several
standpoints such as design, effectiveness and impact. Needs assessment of economic or other special impacts could

be carried out for a project, state, Or the region.

Research: Many questions have been asked about such topics as the effectiveness of various modes of disarc .
education, the effect of on-site intervention by teachers or aides, and other aspects of distance education which

could be addressed through a program of research. Coordination of a broad-scale research agenda with higher
education institutions in the region could be carried out.

Planning: Region-wide planning efforts could be carried out by NWREL in areas such as telecommunications
system linkages and program offerings to minimize redundancy and maximize the effectiveness of limited

development resources.
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Northwest Regional Educational Laboraiory
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The Northwnt Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL) is an independent, nonprofit research and development institution

established In 1968 to help others improve outcomes forchildren, youth, and adults by proviling R&D assistanca to schools and

communities in providing equitable, high quality educational programs. NWREL provides assistance to education, government,

community encies, business and labor by:
- Day ng and disseminating effective educational products and procedures
- Conductfrig resoarch on educational needs and problems

Providing tedmical assistance in educational problem solving
- Evaluating effectivoness of educational programs and projects

Providing training in educational planning, management evaluation and Instruction
SerVng as an information r011010Ce on effective educational programs and procasses

including networking among educational agencies, institutions and individuals in the region
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